Challenge and Change

Improving on Nature
The general mood of optimism which followed the Restoration in 1660 inspired
landowners and farmers to increase their productivity.
Efforts were made to improve soil fertility using a variety of methods, including lime. Lime was
shown to transform sour and heavy land into productive pasture. Field lime kilns became a
common feature of the landscape, remaining in use until large-scale quarries were opened
up in the 19th century.
Liming and other methods of land improvement such as drainage, played an important
part in the enclosure movement which dramatically changed the appearance of the Dales
landscape. Land enclosure began in the valleys and lower slopes, as areas of former ‘waste’
were taken in. By the late 18th century, Parliamentary Enclosure was introduced and vast
tracts of upland, divided by ruler-straight walls, were apportioned into individual holdings.
The object was to improve output and self-sufficiency during the long periods of war with
France.
Local agricultural societies encouraged all-round improvements in farming. The North
Ribblesdale Agricultural Association, founded in 1848, had classes in its annual show for
cultivation and drainage as well as the usual livestock categories. The show was held in
Settle until well into the 20th century and others, like those held in Bentham and Malham,
survive to this day.
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Field lime kiln at Friar’s Head, near Winterburn
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Aerial ropeway for transporting limestone from
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Hoffmann continuous burning kiln built in Langcliffe: 1872
Hoffmann continuous burning kiln built in Ingleton: 1868
First industrial-scale quarries opened in North Craven: 1860s
Bentham Show founded: 1857
Foundation of North Ribblesdale Agricultural Association: 1848

First main Enclosure period: 1755-1780
1660: Restoration of the Monarchy

1793-1815: Wars with France

1850s-1870s: ‘Golden age’ of
				
farming

1790s-1830s: Second wave of Parliamentary Enclosure

